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The problem of spin-decoupling spin I = 1 nuclear with large quadrupolar splittings co& (e.g. deuterium)
from dilute 5 spins via double-quantum transitions is dealt with. The normal two-spin-1/2 single-quantum
decoupling problem (I = 1/2, S = 1/2) is first dealt with as a reminder of the coherent averaging approach
and to understand the dependence of the S-resonance linewidth on the I rf field intensity (co,) and resonance
offset (b.co). The double-quantum problem (I = 1,S = 1/2) is then treated analogously by introducing
fictitious spin-1/2 operators for the I double-quantum transition. The- decoupling condition is found to be
very sensitive to the spin-I resonance condition and to go as —1/e& with the spin-I rf field intensity at
resonance in the double-quantum regime (e& &e&). Experimental examples on heavy ice, dimethylsulfoxide-
d6 and benzene-d6 are presented verifying the. quantitative theoretical predictions. Extensions to higher-order
multiple-quantum effects for spin I ) 1 and for several coupled spin-1/2 nuclei are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of heteronuclear spin decoupling
has made an important contribution to solid-state
NMR. In its most common form we have a sample
with abundant spins I and dilute spins S. By
strongly irradiating the I spins with a radio-
frequency field near their Larmor frequency we
can spin decouple them from the S spins' allowing
the observation of a high-resolution spectrum.
Figure 1 depicts this approach in simple schematic
terms, showing the S free-induction decay while
continuously irradiating the I spins. This has
been applied to NMR of "C and other nuclei in
solids. '

A, potentially useful candidate for such experi-
ments is the case deuterium (I), proton (S). By
spin-decoupling the deuterium in a ~ 99$
deuterated sample we could directly observe a
high-resolution proton spectrum. Figure 2 in-
dicates the difficulty of such an approach. The
deuterium nucleus has spin 1 and the interaction
of the quadrupole moment with electric-field
gradients causes a splitting of the spectrum into
lines (two allowed transitions) separated by 2++,
where +~ denotes a quadrupolar frequency.
Typically, the splitting can be high, v -=to@j2w- &00 kHz. Thus, it might appear that the deuteri-
um decoupling rf field intensity must be sufficient
to cover the entire quadrupolar spectrum, i.e.,

(di + COq q

where ~, is the intensity of the rf field. The
situation appears particularly acute in the case of
a polycrystalline sample where all the orientations
of the electric-field gradients give a continuous
distribution of u. The deuterium NMR spectrum
expected for such a case is shown in Fig. 3 for
an axially symmetric field gradient. Figure 4

shows an example of 99% deuterated dimethyl-
sulfoxide (DMSO-d, ) showing the center portion
of such a spectrum. The maximum splitting is
2'= 88 kHz which makes it difficult for our
decoupling transmitter to cover the full spectral
.range.

It was realized a few years ago by Meiboom
and co-workers' in their liquid-crystal work that
deuterium spin decoupling might take place via
deuterium double-quantum transitions, i.e., rapid
transitions between the m = + 1 levels. Since the
m =0 level does not affect the S spin this should
indeed suffice. Furthermore, although this is a
second-order process it is resonant for all spins
(the m =+ 1 splitting is 2&@, independent of ~@ to
first order) and might provide a better mechanism
for decoupling than the strongly off-resonant
allowed transitions. In fact, Meiboom et g3. were
able to decouple deuterium in oriented molecules
in liquid-crystal solution, where 2~ is a few
kHz, with moderate rf fields. Very recently, we

FIQ. l. Schematic description of spin decoupling. We
wish to observe spins 5 whose resonance is broadened
by interaction with spins 1. Irradiation of the I spins
with near-resonant rf radiation under the appropriate
conditions serves to decouple them from the $ spina
giving a lengthened free-induction decay following the
S pulse.
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FIG. 4. Center portion of deuterium Fourier-trans-
form NMR spectrum of solid DMSO-&&. The total width
of the spectrum is 88 kHz.
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FIG. 2. Spin I=1 in high magnetic field. The degen-
erate allowed transitions are split by the quadrupo$ar
interaction into two lines separated by 2+@. For
deuterium the quadru'polar coupling parameter is typi-
cally of the order of v/2~ -100 kHz. Thus it is dif-
ficult to "cover" the allowed I transitions with practi-
cal values of u&.

extended this to solids and showed that even in
99% deuterated ice where 2~o -230 kHz a field
of v,

-=iu, /27' - 20 kHz sufficed for spin decoupling. '
Using second-order perturbation theory, we es-
timated that instead of (1), the criterion for the
onset of spin decoupling via double-quantum tran-
sitions is actually much less stringent:

Fig. 5. Except for special cases, the third ap-
proach of double-quantum decoupling appears to
be the simplest and has the most promise in
terms of utilization of the rf power. The purpose
of the present paper is to present a more quanti-
tative analysis and set of experiments of spin
decoupling for spin-I. We shall see that the re-
sult (2) is indeed borne out by a more rigorous
analysis. The effects of frequency offset of the rf
irradiation on the I spins are also accounted for.
The approach adopted is to calculate the effects
of the quadrupolar and rf irradiation fields on the
I-S dipolar-coupling Hamiltonian X» and to find
the conditions for making the effective XI~ vanish.

In Sec. II we outline the well-known and simple
problem of spin decoupling when both I and S are
spins-2 so no quadrupolar splitting is involved.

De uter ium Decoupling
(d& + ((doD) (2)

where D roughly characterizes the I-S dipolar
coupling.

Various schemes for deuterium spin decoupling
have been proposed as indicated schematically in

coherent

Deuterium Powder Pattern

noise modulation

I

0
~& - P& (case)

FIG. 3. Expected spectrum for polycrystalline arrange-
ment of deuterium spins with axially symmetric electric-
field-gradient tensor. For deuterium the maximum
width of such a spectrum is typically of the order of

100 kHz.

double
quantum

FIG. 5. possible schemes for deuterium spin de-

couplingg.
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This serves to introduce the form of the Hamil-
tonian and to illustrate the approach for calcul-
ating the effective X» when rf irradiation is
applied to the I spins, using coherent averaging
theory. ' This yields the expected condition for
normal single-quantum spin decoupling. The
asymptotic dependence of the S linewidth on the
I resonance offset and on u, for large cd, is also
estimated theoretically. In Sec. III the I spin is
taken as spin-1 with quadrupolar coupling
parameter ~@. %e introduce fictitious spin-&
operators used previously to describe double-
quantum coherence. "' In the practically inter-
esting case D « (dy «(dq the system is formally
identical to a fictitious spin-2 coupled to the S
spin and we derive the double-quantum decoupling
condition for the effective X,~. Again the asymp-
totic dependence of the S linewidth on +y and 6p

is calculated.
In Sec. IV experimental results are presented

illustrating the deuterium spin decoupling in solids
and showing the behavior as a function of deuteri-
um rf field (d, and resonance offset Ae and com-
parison with theory. We conclude in Sec. V with
an extension to two coupled spin-& I spins where
double-quantum effects can also be observed and
a brief discussion of higher-order muliiple-
quantum effects for spin I=2n or n-coupled

1
splQs-g ~

II. SPIN DECOUPLING FOR SPINS-i/2

This section is intended to serve as an intro-
duction to notation and background for the sub-
sequent application to the novel double-quantum
effects. The coherent averaging treatment for
normal single-quantum decoupling outlined here
has been utilized previously. '

A. Hamiltonian

I = I/2 5 = I/2

I

Cd
i

Tilted Rotating Frame I = I/2

)/2

cd -0
I

Cd)
il

cd) 40
—i/2

FIG. 6. Spin-decoupling case when I 2, S = ~ showing
coupled spins, typical spectrum, and J energy levels.
Applying a resonant rf field of intensity && to the I spins
splits the +~ levels in the rotating frame by co&, thus
causing inversions, .of the I spins at a rate u;& relative to
the $ spins. The tilted rotating frame refers to the
rotating frame and then to a tilt which diagonalizes the
Hamiltonian putting z along +&.

OII —(d,S —2(d I COS(dt +KIS

where uo, and &o~ are the I and S Larmor fre-
quencies, m, is the intensity of the I-rf field at
frequency ~ near (d», and K» is the truncated
I-S dipolar interaction Hamiltonian .

KIs =Sg Qb;I;, .

overcome the I-S interactions. ' We consider thai
I are abundant and S dilute, so several I spins
interact with S of which only one is shown in Fig.
6.

The spin Hamiltonian for this system in high
magnetic field is given in angular velocity units
by

The situation of interest here is depicted sche-
matically in Fig. 6. Spins I=& interact with spins
S = 2 and are subjected to rf irradiation near their
Larmor frequency and we neglect I-I and S-S
couplings. The effects of many-body I-I interac-
tions have been treated elsewhere. ' We shall be
interested in what follows in coherent I interac-
tions due to quadrupolar couplings or a small
number of dipolar interactions which lead to
multiple-quantum effects and where the calculation
can be done exactly. Thus the neglect of many-
body I-I interactions is justified. This is es-
pecially so for 99/~ deuterated material, where
the deuterium-deuterium coupling is not normally
larger than deuterium-proton coupling, so the
effects of I-I interactions on the spin decoupling
are expected to be weak, and we need only to

The pa, rameters b& characterize the I-S dipolar
coupling:

b~ = —2ylys AP, cos8, j~,.',
where yI and y~ are magnetogyric ratios, x; is
the distance between S and I spin j, and 0& is the
angle between the S-I vector and the magnetic
field.

In the rotating frame at frequency ~ for I and

u&os for S, (3) is transformed to

3C= —6+I, —u,I, +XI~,

where

(6)

cu = ol

and the counterrotating rf terms have been ignored.
We shall henceforth remain in the rotating frame.
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B. Spin-decouphng conditions
Xz~ =S, gb; (I&, cos8 —I,„sin8) (lo)

The Hamiltonian in (6) contains three terms:
a resonance offset Au, an rf field u„and the
I-S coupling. It is the third term K» that is
responsible for the splitting and broadening of the
S resonance. We now calculate the effect of the
first two terms on Xzs using coherent averaging
theory. ' This is done conveniently by applying a
tilt (7) transformation to a new frame with the
operator

and co„and 0 are given by

(()e = (t) (() + hl g)

8 = tan '((u, /a(d) . (12)

We now calculate the effect of (d,I, on X~s assuming
&u, »

~ (X,'~ (~ by calculating the average I-S Ham-
iltonian Xrs due to coherent averaging by +,I, at
frequency u, .

T, = exp (i8I„), (8) ~80) ~81) ed')XIS ~Is +~rs +~Is + (13)

such that the effective field in the rotating frame
defined by ~& and ~, is along the new z axis. The
Hamiltonian in this tilted frame has the form

where

x"=—IS
tc d0

atx,', (t), (14)

X' = —uP, Ig+Xls,

where

(9)
g

t- &c

at at'[x,', (t),x,', (t')],
2tc "0 "0

(15)

(16)

and we neglect higher-order ter'ms. t, and Xf~(t)
are defined as

i.e., from (12) the onset of decoupling occurs when
starts to get larger than

t(, = 2v/(d~

xl (I) (')~(, 1&xI wtQJe I+

(17) co~ + AGO ~

from (21) this means, second, using (23) and (11),
i.e., taking 8 = 90',

2,'~i = cos8S, Zb&I.. . (19)

We find by explicit evaluation, inserting (18) and
(10) into (14)-(16),

(25)

where D roughly characterizes the strength of the
dipolar coupling and can be written as the square
root of the second moment of the line due to the
operator part of (21) with 8 =90:

K~zz) = sin8 —S,' Zb& (cos8I~„--, sin8 I&,), (20)
(d~ a' =-.' (Tr[ S,' P b,'I,„,S„]'/TrS,')'~2 (26)

Xl'z] = sin8, S,' Zb~3[P, (cos8)I&„
(d~

—sin8 cos8 I&,] . (21)

The expressions (19)-(21) summarize the de-
sired result, namely, the leading terms in the
interaction between I and S spins. We have gone
to Rz'~ and not stopped at XI'~ since we find easily
that

[2,", , s„] =o (22)

and thus R,"~] does not directly affect the S spectrum.
Thus in the case that K~z'~] = 0 we must go to the
next contributing term X'~] . Decoupling will be
efficient when Rz'~] and I'z] become small. From
(19) this means, first of all,

cos8- 0,

Equations (24) and (25) express what we expect:
that (d, must cover both the resonance offset hu
and the dipolar broadening (namely, the larger
of the two) for the onset of spin decoupling.

C. Asymptotic behavior of S linewidth

The asymptotic functional dependence of the S
linewidth for large cup on AQ) and ~, can also be
extracted and we do so for two experimental
situations.

l. Off-resonance decoupling

Assume the rigid S half linewidth at half
height with no I irradiation is given by 6„and the
S ha). f linewidth at half height with. decoupling is
given by 5. We investigate how 5/50 depends on
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Au for large +,. Since ~, is large and we take
a~o0, the leading term in R,'~ is given by (19).
Thus, we see immediately

5/5, = cos6

and from (12) this means

5/5, = Zap/((u', + b.(u')'i'.

(27)

(28)

Thus, for small Ace the asymptotic large c0y de-
pendence of 5/5, on b.e is given by

5/5, h&u/e„he 0 0, &u, large. (29)

Z. On-resonance decoupling

In this case we assume 6+ = 0 and investigate
the asymptotic behavior of 5/5o as a function of

for large (L) y The leading term in the S 1ine-
width is assumed to arise from 372~~ given by (21)
since RP~~ = 0 and from (22) K,'~~ can only con-
tribute in higher order via cross terms. We
assume in this case the S linewidth to be propor-
tional to the square root of its second moment,
which is reasonable for a Gaussian-like line shape:

5/5, =(Tr[rd;,', S„]'/Tr[X„,S,]')", (30)

(31)

Assuming a Gaussian-like shape for the S line we
take for the rigid half linewidth

which can be calculated from (21) for the case that
e=90 .

III. DOUBLE-QUANTUM EFFECTS

In this section we treat the theoretical problem
of central interest in this paper, namely, that of
spins I= 1 coupled to our 8 spin. This is depicted
schematically in Fig. V. The Hamiltonian in the
rotating frame is the same as that of Eci. (6) with
the addition of the I-spin quadrupolar interaction

K = -A&uI, —u,I„+3 &uo[3I, —I(I+ 1)] +Kzz, (38)

where we assume that

6(dq CO~&& (dg q (39)

i.e., we irradiate near the center of the quadrupolar
spectrum with an co, much smaller than &z. We
next show that in the limit e,/eo «1 the problem
of decoupling X» reduces to a spin-& problem.

A. Fictitious spin- /2 operators

Following the theory of double-quantum NMR,
we define the following nine fictitious spin-&
operators' I&, in terms of the spin-1 angular

We note here that physically, the decoupling occurs
because the applied perturbation cv,I„ is vectorially
orthogonal to the coupling operator I, and causes
it to rotate and average to zero. We now apply
these considerations to the case of double-quan-
tum effects for spin I= 1 where we hope that we
can find similar orthogonal vector operators.

5p = 1.18 1VI2~,

where M, is the rigid second moment given by

M, = ,I(I+ 1) P b,'. —

(32)
S= I/2

Using (31)-(33) and defining a dimensionless
parameter p which depends on the lattice

2'
Q

(34)

we find finally, for the asymptotic behavior of
5/5„

&/5, = Cu'~'(5,'/e', ), b.v = 0, ~, large, (3 5)

Tilted Rotating Frame I =
I

4)
(

/QJQ
2

1~

where C is a numerical constant easily evaluated
from (31)-(34). Note that 5, is related to the
parameter D in (26) and for our assumption of a
Gaussian line

—0
I

(d 80

D- 6p, (36)

(Ug ~ 6(d~ ~p e (37)

so that the rigid linewidth 5p can be used as the
parameter for the decoupling criterion, i.e.,

FIG. 7. Spin-decoupling case when I=1, S =
2 showing

coupled spins, typical spectrum and I energy levels.
Applying a resonant rf field of intensity e& to the I spins
such that u& «e@ splits the +1 levels in the rotating
frame by (d&/(d @ thus causing inversions of the I spins at
a rate ~&/u@ relative to the S spins.
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momentum operators I~:

Ip, = 2 Ip & Ip 2
= 2 (I,I„+I„I,),

~p 3= =~(ia -I»)& p&q&r=x&y&z&

or cyclic permutation.

(40)

The usefulness of these operators derives from
the fact that for each p (p =x, y, z) the I~; fulfill
spin-& angular momentum commutation relations:

[I~;,I»] =iI~ » i,j,k=1, 2, 3,

or cyclic permutation.

(41)

Thus each p describes a fictitious two-level spin-
2 subspace with three orthogonal vector operators.
Each is an SU(2) subgroup of the full SU(3) group.
We term the subspace corresponding to P the
"p space." In particular, the I, ; operators have
matrix elements only between the I= 1 levels
m =+ 1 and thus correspond to double-quantum
transitions. They are termed double-quantum
operators and the z space is often called the
double-quantum frame. ' In many cases, the frames
are uncoupled from each other, i.e., the evolution
of the operators does not involve changes in p,
only independent rotations in each P space. We
shall see shortly that such is the case for double-
quantum irradiation and we shall thus have found
the orthogonal operators required for double-
quantum spin decoupling.

Note that we can equally well use the fictitious
spin-& operators in the I, basis described by Vega
and by Ernst et al.' in all that follows by making
the correspondence

X——26(dI» y
—((0&/(dg)I» 3+» &do (I» 3—I&&») +X» ~

The third term» &u@(I„3-I,,) commutes with
all the other terms in the Hamiltonian and can be
dropped since it will have no effect on the de-
coupling. We thus obtain finally

Xno —-26(di»
&

—((d &/(do )I»
~ » +X&» (47)

with X» given by (43). The subscript DQ is placed
. to denote double quantum, since only I, , {or I&

'
in the alternative notation) operators appear in
the effective Hamiltonian. The operator (~2/~ )
I, , is an effective rf field operator which induces
transitions between m =+1,and was used to ex-
plain our Fourier transform double-quantum NMR
experiments and double-quantum spin locking. '
Figure 8 depicts the double-quantum transition
schematically.

Equation (47) is now formally identical to Eq. (6)
for the spin=, case. We identify I, and I„ in the
latter case with our I, , and I, , double-quantum
operators, respectively, and Ace and cv, with
2b, + and &u', /ur, respectively. X» also has the
same form with If, replaced-by 2If, , according
to (40). Thus, the system behaves like a fic-
titious spin-& case in double-quantum space with
effective resonance-offset field 2Au along the z, 1
axis and effective rf field &u', /~o along the z, 3
field. Figure 9 summarizes this section by de-
picting the double-quantum frame Hamiltonian
schematically.

where I~
' means a o~ Pauli spin operator between

levels i and j.
Rewriting the Hamiltonian (38) in terms of the

spin=,' operators (40) we have

Zeernan

SPlN j:=
I

Quadrupole

X= —26(di» ~
—2(d&I»

&
+» (do (I» 3

—I»») +XI~ &

where

(42)

Xss 2S» Q byIj, ,
f

(43)
0 ~KD)~ QJo

We now apply a transformation to a tilted frame
with the operator

xI ~+ ~ 2

where

tJ)»
= tan (2(d&/(do) ~ (45)

Remembering that u, «+o from (30), i.e., g„-0,
the transformed Hamiltonian in this new frame
can be written to a good approximation as'

FIG. 8. Schematic description of double-quantum
transitions at exact Larmor frequency &0 causing +1
inversions with no appreciable effect on m = 0.
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z-Frame Double —Quantum
Effective Fie Ids

2
cd

l

Cd g

BC~~ —8 s m8~, S4
{deD

x P b,'[P, (cos8D)I~, ~,
—sin8~cos8D I,, J .

(54)

The decoupling conditions for the double-quantum
case can now be written easily. We need to make
Rz'z and Kz'~ small, so we demand from (52),

cosOD 0 (55)

FIG. 9. Schematic description of effective fields in
double-quantum frame. The operators I, &, lz 2, and

Iz 3 (axes 1,2, 3) can be replaced by Iz, I~ 3, and I„3
to conform to the more general definitions and notation
of Ref. 7.

B. Double-quantum decoupling

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (47) contains three terms:
a resonance offset 2~{d, an effective rf field
e',/ez, and the I Scouplin-g. We now wish to
calculate the effect of the first two terms in (47)
on the third, X», which is responsible for the
broadening of the S line. Equation (41) ensures
that the operator I, , will precess about the ef-
fective field defined by the first two terms in (47)
depicted in Fig. 9. This will cause a coherent
averaging of K». We have solved exactly this
problem in Sec. II B, and we proceed by analogy
here, first by transferring to a tilted frame de-
fined so that the effective field is along the z, 1
axis in the double-quantum frame. The transfor-
mation operator is, by direct analogy to (8),

and from (54), together with (49), (51), and (55),

&u, j&uo ~D. (56)

Thus, we arrive at the condition for double-quan-
tum decoupling stated previously in Eq. (2) and
derived loosely in Ref. 4.

We now follow, . Sec. II C and derive the quanti-
tative behavior of the S linewidth for large ~',/
D{d@ on the I spins in the double-quantum case.

5, [(2a(u)'+ (u', /(uo)'I' (57)

For large {d, such that {dy)) 26{d {dg the asymp-
totic behavior is

5/5, - 2Am &uo/uP„Ace c 0, &u, large. (58)

1. Off-resonance double-quantum decoupling

We assume a large ~', /&uo off resonance in

analogy to Sec. II C. 1. In this case, the residual
I-S coupling is dominated by Rzz in (52) yielding
for the linewidth 6, relative to the full undecoupled
linewidth 6, of the S spins,

T, ,= exp( —i8DI, ,),

8D= tan '((u'„/2A(u &uo);

and from (47) the transformed Hamiltonian is,
by direct analogy with (9),

DQ +elz 1++IS r

where

(48)

(49)

(50)

Note the extreme predicted sensitivity of the
double-quantum decoupling to the resonance con-
dition, due to the large {d~ multiplying Au, in
contrast to the normal single-quantum decoupling
case, Eq. (28) and (29). This sensitivity to
resonance was observed by Meiboom gt g).' in
liquid-crystal deuterium decoupling, and is borne
out by our experiments on solids described in
Sec. IV.

(51)

(52)

——, sin8&& I.. .), (53)

(d = [(2Au)) + (d&/(dq]

Again the subscript D on OD and {d,D serves to in-
dicate that this is the double-quantum case, dis-
tinguished from the 8 and +, in the spin-& case.

Now applying coherent averaging theory, as-
suming co4» (~K,~ll, we obtain, by analogy with

(19) and (21) using (43) for Rz~,

Kq~ = 2 cos8 DS4 Q b~I.. .,

3''~i = 4 sin8D S,' P b,' (cos8DI;, , .
(de g)

Q Q6 y2 (59)

We have used the fact that for Au =0

(60)

2. On-resonance double-quantum decoupling
4

We now have Av = 0, so Pz'~ = 0 and since Rz'z is
ineffective we calculate 5/5, using the residual
term Rz'~~ with 8~= 90 . Again, assuming for sim-
plicity that the S linewidth is proportional to the
square root of its second moment, we can use
Eq. (30) which gives, in this case,
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Deuterium Decoupling
(~&» D)

Single Qua n turn, on resonance

2 2
D

Single Qua ntum, off resonance by u
&

2 Q 2
QJ

[
~ CUQ

Double Quantum, on resonance

2 )
DQ)Q

FIG. 10. Summary of spin-decoupling conditions for
deuterium with large quadrupole splitting ~@coupled
weakly (D-b) to spins $.

from Eq. (51). Assuming a Gaussian line shape
we obtain, in analogy to Eq. (32)-(35),

5/50 = CD/ (5o (do/cur),

where CD is a numerical constant and p is given

by (34). Co is easily evaluated from (32), (33),
and (59). 5, is the rigid S line half width at half
height with no I-spin decoupling. We therefore
predict a more drastic dependence of 5/5, on ~„

5/5, - 1/cu', , (62)

than in the single-quantum case which depends on

I/uP, as in Eq. (35). A summary of the decoupling
conditions appears in Fig. 10 showing the relaxed
e, requirement for double-quantum decoupling.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Expeiimental details

Experiments were done on samples of DMSO-d„
deuterated benzene (C,D,), and heavy water (D„).
In all cases the samples were deuterated to & 99%
and the residual & 1'fg protons were observed
while decoupling the deuterium under different
conditions. Since all these materials are liquids
at room temperature, they were cooled by gaseous
nitrogen for the solid-state work. The most
appealing way to do the experiments would be to
use single crystals with well defined co+ values.
However, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4, even in a
powder most of the deuterium spectral intensity
is concentrated in a small region of co values
near the singularities. This is especially so in
the present case where the electric-field-gradient
tensors are close to axially symmetric. Thus,
we take these to be the effective co values in all
our samples. For DMSO 2~ is 44 kHz and for
benzene 2~~ is 70 kHz, giving us two independent
values on which to check our theory.

The spectrometer used in these experiments was
similar to that described previously for our "C
work, ". modified for deuterium-proton double
resonance. The deuterium decoupling amplifier
was a modified amateur radio transmitter pro-
ducing several hundred watts of rf power at 16.3
MHz. A.schematic diagram of the spectrometer
and the home built probe are shown in Fig. 11.
Calibration of the rf fields co, was performed both

by normal single-quantum experiments on the
liquid samples and by double-quantum rotary
decays on the solid samples. '
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DMSO-ds ( 99.5 /o).
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FIQ. 12. Demonstration of double-quantum spin de-
coupling in solid. The residual protons in perdeuter-
ated DMSO-$6 are observed, top with no deuterium i.r-
radiation. At center is the spectrum when the deuterium
spins are irradiated at. resonance with a moderate
(p&-10 knz) rf field. The deuterium spectrum is much
wider than 10 kHz as shown in Fig. 4.

B. Deuterium decoupled spectra

As a qualitative introduction to the type of spec-
tra observed experimentally with deuterium de-
coupling we show some simple illustrative ex-
amples. Figure 12 shows three spectra indicating
ihe effect of double-quantum decoupling on the
residual protons in a perdeuterated (-99.5 jo

deuterium} sample of DMSO. In the solid, the
deuterium quadrupolar broadening is large, as
indicated in Fig. 4. The effect of a moderate rf
field on the deuterium with +y«cog is sufficient
to effect spin decoupling. As expected for the
double-quantum process, this is very sensitive
to deuterium frequency and is discussed in more
detail in Sec. IVC. Also shown is an isotropic
liquid spectrum of the same sample for comparison.

The onset of double-quantu. m decoupling is
shown in more dete il in Fig. 13. At an rf in-
tensity of v, =10.4 kHz the residual 'H spectrum
is completely decoupled and a further increase
in rf intensity to v, = 46.5 kHz serves only to in-
duce an appreciable Bloch-Siegert shift. " The
'H linewidth under decoupling conditions is
determined by a combination of 'H-'H dipolar
coupling and by anisotropy of the bulk magnetic
susceptibility. '2

FIQ. 13. Dependence of residual proton spectrum in
solid DMSO-d6 on intensity v&-—z&/27t of deuterium rf
irradiation. At v &-10 knz the spins are essentially
completely decoupled and a further increase in u& causes
only an appreciable Bloch-Siegert shift.

One of the potential applications of double-
quantum deuterium decoupling is the resolution
of 'H-'H dipolar couplings in selectively doped
proton groups in a deuterated host. For example,
the study of quantum-mechanical tunneling in
methyl groups at low temperatures would benefit

' from this. ' Figure 14 indicates that indeed fine
structure is apparent in the residual 'H spectrum
when 10% protonated DMSO is doped into a deu-
teraied host. The additional peaks arise from
intramolecular dipolar couplings.

As a final example of the resolution obtained
by double-quantum decoupling we depict in Fig. 15
the residual 'H spectra obtained in deuterated ice
and presented in our preliminary communication. '
This constitutes the first measurement of the
proton chemical-shift anisotropy- in ice, a ma-
terial in which there is a great deal of interest
and for which many other measurements and cal-
culations have been made. " Of particular interest
are the atomic and molecular motions in ice,
which are responsible for various relaxation
mechanisms. By studying the 'H line shape as a
function of temperature, we have been able to
separate out and characterize clearly for the first
time that component of the relaxation arising from
proton motion amongst sites related by tetrahedral
symmetry. ' The value, of M =34+ 4 ppm for the
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I I I I

DMSO-d6 (-99 /&) „Proton Linewidth
frame is given by Eq (6.). If we do not decouple,
i.e. , &u, =0, then the trace in (63) can be evaluated
explicitly, yielding

8
050

G(t) = icos(—,'b,.t), I=&, u&, =0. (64)

I

IO
I I

20 30
Deuterium v IkHz)

40 50

If the l spins are irradiated off resonance by
Av with a large +, then the appropriate Hamilto-
nian is that in Eq. (19) and again the trace can be
evaluated explicitly by replacing b, in (64. ) with
cosG b, where 0 is given by (12):

FIG. 18. Behavior of the excess proton linewidth in
DMSO-d6 at -75'C as the deuterium spins are irradi-
ated at resonance with various values of && to induce
double-quantum decoupling. The solid line shows the
asymptotic 1/4& behavior expected from theory as ex-
plained in the text. The dashed line shows the expected
behavior if double-quantum transitions did not occur.

The dashed line indicates the behavior we would
expect if the decoupling had to proceed through
the allowed single-quantum transitions. Figure 19
shows analogous results for benzene-d, . In both
cases we get excellent agreement between experi-
ment and the behavior predicted for pure double-
quantum effects both for the onset of decoupling
and for the asymptotic 1/v', behavior. .

D. Line shapes and linewidths

In the previous sections we were interested in
the S-linewidth dependence on b, v and v, (for
large v, ) of the I spin. It is possible to be some-
what more precise and here we make some brief
comments about the S line shape and about the
v, dependence for finite v, . The 8 line shape is
given by the Fourier transform of the free-in-
duction decay function"

G(t) T (
-ixtS fÃtS )/Tr S2

where X is the spin Hamiltonian. In the case tha, t
I is a spin-& the appropriate K in the rotating

I I I I (
I I I I

(
I I I I

Benzene-ds(-99/o), Proton Linewidth

(.0

8

0.5—

G(t) = Il cos(-, coach&t), I= , , large -+, . (65)

Thus, we see that in the case of single-quantum
decoupling the S line shape does not change as- the
large-I w, is shifted off resonance and only scales
in width as cos0.

What happens in the case of I being spin-1 and
subject to double-quantum decoupling? The ap-
propriate Hamiltonian is given in Eqs. (42) and
(43). Again, for no irradiation on I the trace in
(63) is explicitly evaluated as

G(t) = g ~ (1+ 2 cosb, t), I= 1, &u, = 0. (66)

If the I spins are now irradiated at Au from
resonance with a, large &u',/vo, then the appropriate
Hamiltonia, n is given by Eq. (52) and thus eval-
uation of the trace in (63) is the same as (66) with
replacement of b) by cos0Dbq where 0D is defined
in (49):

G(t) =II $~1+ 2 cos(cos8~b, t)] . (67)

We have not verified this double-quantum line
shape and scaling effect quantitatively, but it
certainly would be interesting to do so.

Finally, in this section we discuss the dependence
of the S linewidth on the I= 1 irradiation strength
03 1 at resonance. The a,symptotic behavior for
large &u', /&uo was described in Eqs. (59)-(61) and
experimental results were shown in Figs. 18 and
19, The question is whether we can say some-
thing about the line shape under these conditions
and also about the co, dependence over the whole
~, range. At resonance, the appropriate Ham-
iltonian in (63) for double-quantum decoupling
with large u&',/eo is given by (54) with OD= 90 .
The trace can be evaluated and yields the same as
(66) if b, is replaced by.

b, =A.,b, , large ~1,/~Q (68)
0 I I I I

0
I I I & I J I I

5 (0
I

(5
Deuterium v( (kHz)

FIG. 19. Same as Fig. 18 for residual protons in solid
perdeuterated benzene at -35 'C.

A,
y

= bg (do/24)~ . (69)

Thus, for large e',/uro the S- line shape should
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still remain the same and be scaled by (69). To
account for the full (including small e, and no
decoupling) &u, dependence, we assume

b, = X,/(1+x, ). (70)

This reduces to the correct limits for u, -O
(no decoupling) and &u, -~ (asymptotic behavior)
and is found to be an excellent assumption in
exact calculation on a small number of spins.
Using (70), the dependence of S linewidth on I
u, at resonance can be explicitly calculated;
assuming that the linewidths are proportional to
the second moments as in Eq. (32) we find

6/bo=l1+ (~i/~f) 1 (71)

where u~ can obviously be regarded as a thres-
hold decoupling intensity and is given by

(u*'= (1 18)'-'I(I+ 1)p. '~'io'5'

FIG. 20. Comparison of the data in Fig. 18 with the
full theoretical co& dependence of the linewidth calculated
from Eq. {71)with w&/27' =7.4 kHz.

quantum effects (e.g. , I& 1 or several coupled
spins=, ). These extensions are obvious not only
to the spin-decoupling phenomena, but also to
multiple-quantum coherence, i.e., the excitation
and detection of specific multiple-quantum tran-
sitions for spin I& 1' or for coupled spin-& sys-
tems. This latter extension to Fourier-trdnsform
multiple-quantum spectroscopy will be described
in detail elsewhere.

As a simple example of a coupled spin-& sys-
tem we take two equivalent protons (I) coupled
equally to another spin-& (S) as described in Fig'.
21. This is a system of practical interest, since
'H, -"C groups occur in the aliphatic chains of
liquid crystals, polymers, and biological mem-
branes where NMR studies are of great impor-
tance. We wish to know how the two I spins are de-
coupled from the S- spin by irradiating them near
resonance. The Hamiltonian is given by

where in the rotating frame at resonance for S-

and off resonance by 6& for I,

XII = ha(I~+ I~-) + 3a (3I~I„—l, ~ I,)
-&8 ~(I~„+I~)i '

Kia = b(I~+ I~)S, .

We know that two equivalent coupled protons
produce orthogonal singlet and triplet states. "
We expect that the singlet does not couple to the

Two I =I/2

Equation (71) thus provides an extension of (61) to
the full u, range.

Figure 20 demonstrates that indeed (71) pre-
dicts the u, dependence on resonance of the S
linewidth quite well. The experimental data from
Fig. 18 are compared this time with the full
expression in (71) yielding a best value for the
thr'eshold decoupling intensity of

b b

0
I I

f

bb

io,*/2w = 7.4 kHz,

which agrees quite. well with the value estimated
from the lattice constants for DMSO.

Tilted Rotating Frame I
l

= I2 = I/2

(d /a

V. COUPLED SPINS AND MULTIPLE-QUANTUM EFFECTS

In this section we mention two rather natural
extensions of the double-quantum effects des-
cribed in this paper, namely, to an I-spin sys-
tem which consists itself of coupled spins-2
[e.g. , two strongly coupled protons (I) coupled to
"C (S)] and second to higher-order multiple-

FIG; 21. Spin decoupling case for two equivalent spins
I= ~ coupled strongly {a) to each other and weakly {b)
to a spin g, showing coupled spins, typical spectrum and
I energy levels. The triplet manifold

~

+1) r, ~0) r of
the I spins behaves exactly as the spin I= 1 case in Fig.
7 with (d@ replaced bya.
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S spin and that the triplet can be treated identically
to the spin I= l problem in the previous sections.
We thus define double-quantum fictitious spin-&
operators I&

' (seeRef. 7) for the I-2, -&) (denote
this state I-1) by i = 1) to

I
—,', —,') (denote this state

I+ 1) by j = 4) proton transitions:

(76)

8

L

Tr i pl e —quan t um
. transition

Single-quantum
transitiori

These behave exactly as -I, „ I, „and I, , of
Sec. III. They are a special case of the general
fictitious spin-& operators I~' ' defined by Vega
and by Ernst et al. ' in a multilevel system.
Levels 2 and 3 refer to the singlet and the re-
maining triplet state which do not enter the DQ
behavior.

Proceeding now by exact analogy to the double-
quantum condition of Sec. III, in the ca.se that
&,«a, we transform the Hamiltonian in (73) by
the infinitessima, l tra, nsformation operator anal-
ogous to (44) with the angle

( = tan '(2(u, /a),

yielding to a, good approximation the effective
double-quantum Hamiltonian

(77)

3Cno =-2n, &uI,
' '+ (&u,'/a)I„' + 2bI,' 'S, . (78)

The term proportional to (3I~ I~ —I, I,) com-
mutes with X~ and with I,' ' and has thus been
dropped since it will not affect the experiment.
The problem is now formally identical to the spin-
1 case [Eq. (47)] and the decoupling conditions at
resonance can be written immediately:

Zee man Quadrupole

third-order perturbation theory; more precisely
it is given by 3&v',/2&so where 2&so is the 'full

width of the I spectrum. Thus, as shown in

Fig. 23, we expect that when a resonant rf field
of intensity cu, is applied to the I=—, spins the
+—, transition should flip at a rate of 3e',/2~+ and
the +2 single-quantum transition at 2y 'Thus

the condition for the onset of decoupling in this
case and observation of a sharp S signal is

3- 2
co& ~ Dco@, (80)

where again D characterizes the I-S dipolar coup-

I =3/2 S= I/2

A 8 o C

FIG. 22. Schematic description of triple-quantum
transition in spin I=

~ system with e& «co@. The splitting
is ~~—(dc ——2~@.

(u', /a ~ b . (78) b b b

Thus, the rf intensity does not always need to
be larger than the I spectral width (a) as is com-
monly thought. The two I spins can be made to
flip coherently up and down by the resonant double-
quantum process more easily than each one sep-
arately. This effect was noticed previously in
our liquid-crystal work where moderate ~., fields
on protons decoupled them from "C spins on
aliphatic end chains despite the strong proton-
proton couplings. '" All the other analogous
properties to spin-1 may be treated in a similar
fashion.

As a final simple example consider the case of
a spin I= —, (relevant to lithium NMR) coupled to
spin S=2 in high magnetic field. In direct ex-
tension of the double-quantum ideas, Fig; 22
shows that here we expect resonant triple- as
well a,s single-quantum transitions. ' The cross
section in the regime cu,«~@ for the triple-
quantum transitions. should go as w', /eo from

+ 3/2

Ti I ted Rotating Frame I = 5/2

2
I 0

+ I/2

Q) -0
I

FIG. 23. Spin decoupling case when I= ~, $ = 2, show-
ing coupled spins, typical spectrum and I energy levels.
Applying a resonant rf field of intensity co& to the I
spins splits the + z levels in the rotating frame by 2m&

and the + —, levels by ~+&/u@ thus causing inversions of
these pairs of level at the above frequencies.
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ling (a particular coupling b is shown in Fig. 23).
The extension to spin 2N

(d ~ D(dg . (81)

is straightf orward.
Similar considerations can be applied to N equiv-

alent coupled protons. As mentioned previously
under conditions where the proton-proton coupling
is much stronger than the proton 5-spin coupling,
the proton system behaves in many respects as
an independent set of spins N+ 1, N —1, . . . which
sould exhibit multiple-quantum effects of the type

discussed above. Note that as N gets large the
criterion (81) approaches the accepted rule that
u, must be of the order of the stronger I-I coup-
ling.
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